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I undertook to write providing information in relation to a number of points discussed at the
Committee session on 11 December 2013.

Civil society priorities for the Procurement Reform (Scotland) Bill

The annex to my letter sets out how each of the priorities is being addressed through the Bill.
Although Sustainability is most clearly addressed through the proposed sustainable
procurement duty, it is also addressed through many other provisions in the Bill, having
regard to what is possible within the overarching EU legal framework and to what is both
feasible and affordable for public bodies.

Health and Social Care

I undertook to write to the Committee to provide information in relation to the broader health
and social care issues mentioned by Duncan McNeil at last week's Committee session.

The use of 15 minute care visits currently rests on decisions taken by social care
professionals who draw up care plans and 'purchase', 'contract 'or 'procure' home care in
local authorities. For many clients this may be all that is required to ensure a person is safe
and able to live independently, for instance checks to ensure medication has been taken.

Care services must be designed and delivered to reflect a person's needs and promote their
rights. Any care delivered must be of a good quality and standard taking account of the
person's circumstances, for example dementia or other health issues. The Cabinet
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Secretary for Health and Wellbeing, Alex Neil MSP, has tasked Healthcare Improvement
Scotland and the Care Inspectorate with developing a new inspection methodology for adult
care. These new inspections will ensure that people get the level of support, through free
personal care, that they have been assessed as needing delivered, and that the quality is no
less than the people of Scotland deserve.

We are also gathering evidence through ADSW and COSLA to understand the extent to
which this type of service has a positive impact on the personal outcomes for service users.

The UK Homecare Association care commissioning survey for 2012 shows that 58% of
homecare visits in Scotland last longer than 30 minutes, compared to just 27% in England,
and that 89% of homecare visits in Scotland last longer than 15 minutes.

We are doing many things to ensure people are treated with respect and dignity:

• Reshaping Care for Older People programme - which recognises people want to
live in their own communities for as long as possible, with support;

• Effective care standards/ regulation and inspection;
• Strategic commissioning of care;
• Choice and control through self-directed support;
• Our commitment to Free Personal and Nursing Care - a universal benefit for over

65s;
• Integration of health and care to ensure seamless service for older people;
• Dementia strategy to ensure people are treated with consideration for their

condition;
• Access to care information and advice via Care Information Scotland.

Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) guidance on equalities in
procurement for Scottish public bodies

I undertook to forward a copy of the Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC)
guidance on equalities in procurement for Scottish public bodies. A hyperlink to the
Procurement and Equalities web page can be found below; it has a link to a Policy Note on
the Equality Duties and to the EHRC guidance. A copy of the guidance is attached for ease
of reference.

http://www.scotland .gov. ukITopi cs/GovernmentiProcurement/policy/corporate-
responsibility/CSRlSSPAP/Equalities

Living Wage - Letter from Commissioner Barnier

At the Committee session I promised to forward a copy of the letter from Michel Barnier,
European Commissioner for Internal Market and Services to my predessor Alex Neil. This
letter is attached.

In his letter, Commisioner Barnier has confirmed that any requirement, as part of a
procurement process or public contract, on contractors to pay their employees a living wage
set higher than the UK's National Minimum Wage is unlikely to be compatible with EU law.
The issue is not the procurement directive and regulations, but EU law on the movement of
workers between countries and the freedom to provide services.
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While we cannot make payment of the living wage a requirement in contracts, we do we
want to encourage good practice by employers and have looked at ways in which we can
take a range of workforce related matters into account in the procurement process. So the
Bill proposes that the Scottish Government should have the power to issue statutory
guidance on workforce matters in procurement, including remuneration.

I hope this information is of assistance to the Committee.

NICOLA STURGEON
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ANNEX

Civil society priorities for the Procurement Reform (Scotland) Bill

1) Statement of intent

Sustainability is at the heart of Scotland's public procurement reform programme and
this is reflected through the aim of the Bill which is to establish a national legislative
framework for sustainable public procurement that supports Scotland's economic
growth by delivering social and environmental benefits including community
benefits, supporting innovation and promoting public procurement processes and
systems which are transparent, streamlined, standardised, proportionate, fair and
business-friendly.

2) Enshrining sustainability

We believe this is addressed through the proposed sustainable procurement duty
which places a requirement on a contracting authority, before carrying out a
regulated procurement, to consider how in conducting the procurement process it
can -

• improve the economic, social and environmental wellbeing of the authority's
area,

• facilitate the involvement of small and medium enterprises, third sector bodies
and supported business in the process, and

• promoting innovation, arid

in carrying out the procurement, act with a view to securing such improvements
identified.

3) Reducing greenhouse gas emissions

Environmental wellbeing is part of the general sustainable procurement duty.
Furthermore, part 4 of the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 places climate
change duties on Scottish public bodies.

Current procurement policy focusses on identifying and exploiting opportunities to
maximise social, economic and environmental impact of public procurement, rather
than in part duplicate duties already provided for in the Climate Change Act. In the
Bill, we have suggested amending the Climate Change Act to promote resource
efficiency in terms of procurement of goods, works and services with a view to
increasing the proportion that are designed with a view to re-use, recycling etc. and
that are actually re-used, recycled etc.

4) Person centred procurement

The package of measures within the Bill strike an appropriate in responding to
specific issues whilst retaining the flexibility to cover the diverse range of goods,
services and works that are procured by the public sector in Scotland.

For example, we recognise that contracts such as health and social care and related
service contracts have special circumstances which are important to take account of
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ANNEX

in respect of the quality of services and the need to ensure continuity of care
provision.

That is why I gave a commitment at the Committee session on 11 December to bring
forward an amendment to the Bill at Stage 2 which will exempt health and social care
contracts from the provisions in the Bill which relate to advertising and competition.
Where an authority does choose to hold a competition for such services it is
important that some provisions in the Bill will continue to apply. It is also important
that an authority's procurement strategy and contracts register cover health and
social care contracts.

As you will no doubt be aware, the proposals being brought forward by the European
Commission for changes to the EU public procurement directives recognise that
certain categories of service continue by their very nature to have a limited cross-
border dimension, namely certain social health and educational services. The
proposals acknowledge the importance of the cultural context and the sensitivity of
these services, and that Member States should be given wide discretion to organise
the choice of the service providers in the way they consider most appropriate. The
new directive proposes a need to only observe the basic principles of transparency
and equal treatment and making sure that contracting authorities are able to apply
specific quality criteria for the choice of service providers.

5) Scottish Living Wage

We have examined this issue very carefully, including writing to the European
Commission and it is clear to us that making payment of the living wage a mandatory
requirement for those bidding for public contracts is likely to be a breach of our
obligations under wider EU legislation and Treaty principles,

While we cannot make payment of the living wage a requirement in contracts, we
want to encourage good practice by employers and have looked at ways in which we
can take a range of workforce related matters into account in the procurement
process. So the Bill proposes that the Scottish Government should have the power
to issue statutory guidance on workforce matters in procurement, including
remuneration where such matters are likely to be relevant to the quality of service
that will be delivered.

6) Blacklisting

This Government is opposed to blacklisting in any form. Through the Bill we are
seeking enabling powers allowing the Scottish Government to make regulations
regarding how a company's suitability to bid is to be assessed. In addition to that
and the guidance the First Minister launched on 20 November 2013, we are
committed to continuing our dialogue with the Trade Unions to ensure we are
effectively tackling this issue.

7) Tax dodging

The Public Contracts (Scotland) Regulations 2012 requires public bodies to exclude
a company from bidding where it has been convicted of one of the criminal offences
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ANNEX

laid out in the Regulations. The Regulations also permit exclusion, where it is
reasonable and proportionate to do so, if a company meets any of the specified
criteria set out in the legislation. One such criterion is where a company has not
fulfilled its obligations relating to the payment of taxes.

The Scottish Government's standard Pre-Qualification Questionnaire requires
companies bidding for public contracts to disclose if they have failed to comply with
their statutory obligations relating to the payment of taxes.

Through the sections on the selection of tenderers and our power to issue
regulations that look at the grounds on which a public authority might exclude a
tenderer from bidding, the Bill allows behaviour such as failure to fulfil their statutory
obligations relating to the payment of taxes to be taken into account for the purposes
of contracts that fall within the scope of the Bill.

8) Ethical and fair trade

The sustainable procurement duty should help encourage authorities to buy fairly
traded goods where they are available. A range of further work needs to be
undertaken to progress the uptake of fair and ethical trade. The Scottish
Government has agreed to work with the Scottish Fair Trade Forum to achieve this.

9) Employment standards

High quality public procurement is not only dependent on good practice by
contracting authorities and their purchaser, but suppliers to the public sector also
need to play their part by delivering high quality, cost effective goods, services and
works and by maintaining the highest possible business ethics and standards,
particularly in relation to their workforce. As mentioned above, the Bill will include a
provision enabling the Scottish Ministers to issue statutory guidance on how
workforce related matters, such as a company's approach to recruitment and terms
of engagement, should be considered when assessing the suitability of a company to
bid for public contracts.

10) Promoting positive social outcomes

The Bill promotes positive social outcomes in a number of ways, some of which are
mentioned in the responses to the earlier priorities. For example, establishing a
sustainable procurement duty, taking powers that will enable the Scottish Ministers
to issue statutory guidance on how workforce related matters, and secondary
legislation on the use of technical specifications in regulated procurements.

In addition to these, the Bill places a requirement on contracting authorities to
consider community benefits clauses in all major contracts and, where it does not
intend to include any such requirements, include a statement of its reasons for not
including any requirements in the contract notice.
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